Enhancing Soil Aggregate Stability and Organic Carbon in Northwestern China through Straw, Biochar, and Nitrogen Supplementation
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Abstract: Enhancing soil stability through the incorporation of straw and biochar is well documented. Nevertheless, the combined impact of straw, biochar, and nitrogen supplementation on soil aggregates and organic carbon still needs to be explored, with limited attention given to various sieving methods in the existing literature. Therefore, the current experiment used four sieving methods—routine wet sieving (RoutW), fast-wetting sieving (FastW), slow-wetting sieving (SlowW), and wetting-stirring sieving (WetS)—to investigate the effects of adding straw (0 or 4.5 t ha⁻¹), biochar (from maize straw, 0 or 15 t ha⁻¹), and N (0 or 100 kg ha⁻¹) on soil aggregate stability and soil organic C in silt–loam soil of rainfed farmland in northwest China. The field experiment was started in 2014; soil samples were collected in 2021. The results revealed that straw returned, biochar, and N addition significantly increased soil mean weight diameter (MWD) and soil organic C (SOC). Compared to CN0 (zero-amendment) plots, straw returned with nitrogen addition (SN100) significantly increased the MWD of aggregates by 130.3% (RoutW), 121.66% (FastW), 73.94% (SlowW), and 91.78% (WetS) in the 0–30 cm soil layer. The addition of biochar and nitrogen (BN100) treatment showed the most significant effects on the relative slaking index (RSI), relative mechanical breakdown index (RMI), and SOC; compared with CN0 treatment, BN100 plots can reduce RSI and RMI by 42.90% and 54.66% and increase SOC by 53.27% for all soil layers. Therefore, adding organic materials with N can enhance the stability of soil aggregates and SOC of silt–loam soils in northwest China. Integrating biochar as an organic soil amendment in the agricultural practices of northwest China presents a multifaceted solution that addresses soil health, crop productivity, and environmental sustainability. The current study provides valuable insights that support adopting this innovative approach, paving the way for future sustainable agricultural practices that can benefit both the region and the global community.
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1. Introduction

Soil aggregates form essential elements of soil composition, influencing soil fertility in agroecosystems. These serve as important benchmarks in evaluating soil quality [1]. Soils with suitable aggregate structure and quality promote crop and root growth, improving nutrient utilization efficiency and higher yields [2]. The particle size distribution of various aggregates is crucial for maintaining a balanced composition of solid, liquid, and gas phases in the soil [3]. Soil aggregates are crucial components in preserving and
safeguarding soil organic carbon (SOC); the preservation of SOC, in turn, promotes the formation of soil aggregates [4]. This intricate relationship underscores the importance of understanding the structural attributes of soil aggregates, as they profoundly influence the stability of SOC. One pivotal metric utilized for assessing this stability is the mean weight diameter (MWD) [5]. A higher MWD value signifies enhanced aggregate stability, reflecting the effectiveness of soil aggregation in storing and preserving SOC. This interconnectedness emphasizes studying soil aggregate properties as critical factors in maintaining soil health and carbon sequestration processes [6]. The stability of soil aggregates can be assessed by their resistance to slaking under pressure from air in soil pores during rapid wetting and their ability to withstand external stresses like raindrop impacts, tillage, and root penetration. The relative slaking index (RSI) indicates aggregate stability under the slaking process, while the relative mechanical breakdown index (RMI) reflects stability under external stresses. Lower RSI and RMI values indicate higher aggregate stability [7].

In recent times, there has been a notable increase in research focusing on the correlation between aggregates and organic carbon within agricultural soils. The primary objective of these studies is to gain insights into how human activities impact soil structure and organic carbon storage. Such research has mainly focused on tillage practices, fertilization, cropping patterns, and straw treatments [8–11]. An in-depth examination of aggregate stability and the distribution of organic carbon plays a pivotal role in comprehensively assessing soil quality and health. Through this detailed analysis, valuable insights can be gleaned, enabling the provision of informed guidance for sustainable agricultural management practices. By scrutinizing the interplay of these factors, a nuanced understanding of soil dynamics emerges, allowing for targeted interventions to enhance agricultural productivity while ensuring long-term environmental sustainability. The input of organic materials can also change soil aggregates’ SOC contents and distribution ratios, ultimately affecting soil aggregates’ SOC transfers and SOC fixations [12]. As an exogenous organic material, biochar has recently significantly enhanced soil aggregates [13]. Biochar, an inert solid material formed through high-temperature processes, boasts a stable aromatic structure alongside notable carboxylation [14]. Its emergence as a novel fertilizer marks a significant advancement in soil enhancement, capable of enhancing soil’s physical structure. Moreover, biochar is a potent soil amendment, amplifying soil’s carbon sequestration potential. Notably, it fosters the creation of soil aggregates while augmenting both SOC content and its constituent components [15].

Several investigations have highlighted the impact of N effectiveness in soil on regulating microbial growth and respiration [16]. A significant correlation exists between soil N effectiveness and microbial C use efficiency [17]. Adding N to soil can increase soil labile organic C by enhancing soil microbial activity. However, more studies have concluded that a high C/N ratio can increase the size of soil aggregates [18]. N additions will undoubtedly decrease the C/N ratio. Therefore, it is worth exploring its effect on soil aggregates by adding C and N. Several researchers have conducted different studies on the effects of biochar and straw treatment on soil physicochemical properties. The many nutrients in added straw or biochar can improve soil fertility and enhance soil microbial and enzyme activities, thus providing a suitable environment for crop growth and increasing yields [19].

While much research has been conducted on carbon sources in soil aggregates, integrating carbon and nitrogen sources has yet to be explored. This gap in the literature is further emphasized by the predominant use of routine wet sieving methods in these studies, with a conspicuous lack of diversity in sieving techniques. Indeed, other methods, such as fast sieving, slow sieving, and wetting–stirring, are seldom combined or even considered, underscoring the need for a more comprehensive approach. The effect of adding organic materials and N on the RSI and RMI can be further clarified by routine wet sieving, fast sieving, slow sieving, and wetting–stirring methods. Therefore, this study addresses the research gap by incorporating various sieving methods and examining the
effects of straw, biochar, and N sources on SOC. Different sieving methods allow a more nuanced understanding of particle size aggregates and SOC proportions. The study also aimed to clarify the stability mechanisms of soil aggregates under the influence of C and N additions, elucidating the specific responses of each organic C to these amendments. It was hypothesized that adding these amendments would positively affect soil aggregate stability, leading to improved structural characteristics and increased sequestration of SOC. Additionally, alterations in the C/N ratio resulting from N addition were expected to induce changes in the size and stability of soil aggregates, possibly causing an increase in aggregate size. Lastly, the study explored the hypothesis that the combined application of biochar and straw with N fertilizer would enhance the composition of soil aggregates, improve soil organic C, stimulate microbial activity, and enhance enzyme functions. The final aim was to provide a scientific basis for establishing a rational fertilizer application system in the northwest China agricultural region.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Site

The Dingxi dry farming experimental station, situated at coordinates 35°28′N, 104°44′E and an elevation of 1971 m above sea level, was where the study took place. This station, affiliated with Gansu Agricultural University, is nestled in the Western Loess Plateau, a semi-arid region characterized by rugged terrain and deeply carved valleys. The soil here is predominantly silt-loam, with proportions of sand at 12.03%, silt at 77.33%, and clay at 10.64%, known locally as loessal soil. This type of soil is renowned for its low fertility. In the area where carbon (C) addition experiments were conducted, the pH of the soil in the upper 30 cm layer measured around 8.34. Soil organic carbon (SOC) content stood at 9.25 g kg⁻¹, while total nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) content were measured at 1.01 g kg⁻¹ and 0.75 g kg⁻¹, respectively. The climatic conditions observed at the Dingxi station were characterized by an average annual rainfall of 390.9 mm and an annual evaporation rate of 1531 mm, leading to an aridity index of 2.53. Additionally, the region records an annual cumulative temperature exceeding 10 °C at 2239.1 °C, with a mean annual temperature of 6.4 °C. The area also experiences an annual radiation level of 5929 MJ m⁻² and approximately 2476.6 h of sunshine throughout the year. Characterized by warm, sunny, and moist summers, the climate plays a significant role in agricultural activities. Soil samples were meticulously collected in August 2021 for analysis. The predominant crop cultivated in this region is spring wheat (*Triticum aestivum* L.).

2.2. Experimental Design and Treatment Description

The experiment added two carbon sources, specifically biochar and straw, and nitrogen fertilizer in urea (containing 460 g N kg⁻¹). These additions were ordered in a randomized block design with six treatments and three replications. The experimental treatments consisted of CN₀, which served as the control with no amendments, and CN₁₀₀, which involved the application of 100 kg ha⁻¹ of nitrogen annually. BN₀, a total of 15 tons per hectare of biochar, was applied in 2014 and 2018. In the BN₁₀₀ treatment, 15 tons of biochar per hectare was applied in both 2014 and 2018, along with an annual nitrogen application of 100 kg ha⁻¹. Similarly, the SN₀ treatment involved an annual application of 4.5 t ha⁻¹ of straw, while the SN₁₀₀ treatment received the same straw application rate mixed with an additional 100 kg ha⁻¹ of nitrogen annually. All treatments received phosphorus fertilizer at a rate of 46 kg ha⁻¹ P (superphosphate [Ca(H₂PO₄)₂] containing 61 g P kg⁻¹) at sowing. Table 1 presents a comprehensive depiction of the treatments employed in the study. Equal amounts of biochar were added to the soil every four years (2014 and 2018) based on the amount of organic carbon added through the straw treatment. The soil was enriched with biochar and straw by incorporating them to a depth of 20 cm using rotary tillage equipment. The biochar utilized in the experiment was obtained from a local provider (Golden Future Agriculture Technology Co., Ltd., Liaoning, China). The wheat
straw from the previous harvest was measured and promptly placed back into the original plots following the threshing process, ensuring it was distributed uniformly.

The biochar had a total carbon content of 430 g kg⁻¹ and a total nitrogen content of 1.04 g kg⁻¹. The straw had a total carbon content of 380 g kg⁻¹ and a total nitrogen content of 0.94 g kg⁻¹. The spring wheat variety Dingxi 40 (Triticum aestivum L.) was planted consistently in mid-March at a seeding rate of 187.5 kg ha⁻¹, using a direct drill planter at 20 cm row spacing. The harvest took place annually from late July to early August. The dimensions of each experimental plot were 3 m by 6 m.

Table 1. Experimental treatments’ descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Nutrient Source</th>
<th>Detailed Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN₀</td>
<td>100 kg(N) ha⁻¹</td>
<td>Control (zero-amendment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN₁₅₀</td>
<td>15 t ha⁻¹ biochar</td>
<td>N applied annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN₀</td>
<td>15 t ha⁻¹ biochar + 100 kg(N) ha⁻¹</td>
<td>Biochar applied in 2014 and 2018, and N applied annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN₀</td>
<td>4.5 t ha⁻¹ straw + 100 kg(N) ha⁻¹</td>
<td>4.5 t ha⁻¹ of straw applied annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN₁₅₀</td>
<td>4.5 t ha⁻¹ straw</td>
<td>4.5 t ha⁻¹ of straw and N applied annually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Soil Sampling

Soil samples were obtained from five distinct locations within each plot using the plum sampling method after the August 2021 crop harvest. The collection was carried out at two different depths: 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm. Each soil sample, weighing approximately 1500 g, was meticulously combined in a plastic container to safeguard against aggregate breakdown. The collected soil samples from the same depth range underwent air-drying in the laboratory at an ambient temperature of around 25 °C. Subsequently, dry sieving procedures were implemented to acquire 5–8 mm aggregates, which were utilized for chemical and wet sieving analyses. Before conducting the analyses, meticulous efforts were made to eliminate any extraneous elements, including animal and plant debris, stones, and other undesirable materials, to ensure the accuracy of the results.

2.4. Routine Wet Sieving Method

As described by Elliott and Cambardella (1991) [20] and Cambardella and Elliott (1994) [21], a wet sieving technique was used to segregate soil aggregates into four distinct categories. These categories were delineated based on size [22,23]: large macroaggregates (>2000 µm, LargeA), small macroaggregates (250–2000 µm, SmallA), the micro fraction (53–250 µm, MicroA), and the silt and clay fraction (<53 µm, SiltF). Initially, 100 g of air-dried soil, measuring 5–8 mm, was submerged in deionized water atop the uppermost sieve within a stack comprising three sieves with mesh sizes of 2, 0.25, and 0.053 mm. This procedure was repeated thrice for each sample and maintained for 5 min. Following this, the samples underwent vertical shaking, occurring 50 times over a 3 cm distance and spanning 2 min. The soil aggregates retained on each sieve were subsequently rinsed into beakers, and any fraction smaller than 0.053 mm was gathered from the bottom of the water container after 48 h. Following collection, all materials were subjected to drying in an oven at 40 °C for 48 h, weighed, and subsequently stored for further analysis.

2.5. The Le Bissonnais Method

The Le Bissonnais method, outlined by Le Bissonnais (1996) [24] and Amézketa (1999) [25], encompasses three distinct treatments: fast-wetting (FastW), slow-wetting (SlowW), and wetting–stirring (WetS). In each treatment, 10 g of aggregate was utilized by the Le Bissonnais method. For the FastW treatment, aggregates were delicately immersed in distilled water for 10 min. In the SlowW treatment, the aggregates were positioned on filter paper and exposed to a tension of ~0.3 kPa for 30 min. As for the WetS treatment, aggregates underwent a two-step process: initial immersion in ethanol for 10 min, followed by transfer into a flask containing 200 mL of deionized water. The flask was sealed and
agitated end-over-end 20 times within 1 min. Post-treatment, fragments were moved to a 0.05 mm sieve immersed in ethanol and manually oscillated up and down 20 times. The aggregates on the 0.05 mm sieve were dried in an oven at 40 °C. The mean weight diameter (MWD) was then determined through dry sieving, utilizing the same sieve assembly employed in the WetS method.

2.6. Determination of Soil Organic Carbon Content

The WCO (Wet Chemical Oxidation) method was used to determine SOC content [26,27]. A modified WCO method was employed to determine the SOC content. A total of 0.5 g of air-dried soil was placed in a 500 mL conical flask. Then, 5 mL of 0.1667 M K₂Cr₂O₇ and 5 mL of H₂SO₄ were added to the flask. The mixture was thoroughly mixed and heated at 185 °C for 10 min. After cooling, 50 mL of distilled water was added, and filtration was carried out using Whatman No. 40 filter paper. A total of 4–5 drops of ferrous sulphate indicator was added to indicate the endpoint. Titration was performed using 0.5 M ferrous sulphate, with blank tests conducted each time to standardize the ferrous sulphate. Filtration was then performed to obtain a clear endpoint.

2.7. MWD, RSI, and RMI Calculation

Aggregate stability was measured as mean weight diameter (MWD). The formula for calculating this is as follows [28]:

\[ \text{MWD} = \sum_{i=1}^{4} X_i W_i \]

The mean diameter \((X_i)\) represents the average size of two neighboring aggregate fractions, while the mass percentage \((W_i)\) indicates the proportion of the ith aggregate size fraction in relation to the total sample. RSI is an indicator of aggregate stability when subjected to rapid wetting and the slaking of air under pressure in soil pores. On the other hand, RMI reflects the stability of aggregates under external stresses like raindrop impacts, tillage, and root penetrations. Higher RSI and RMI values indicate lower stability of the aggregates [29].

\[ \text{RSI} = \frac{\text{MWD}_{\text{SlowW}} - \text{MWD}_{\text{FastW}}}{\text{MWD}_{\text{RoutW}}} \]

\[ \text{RMI} = \frac{\text{MWD}_{\text{SlowW}} - \text{MWD}_{\text{WetS}}}{\text{MWD}_{\text{RoutW}}} \]

where \(\text{MWD}_{\text{RoutW}}\) is the MWD measured by routine wet sieving, \(\text{MWD}_{\text{SlowW}}\) is the MWD measured by slow-wetting sieving, \(\text{MWD}_{\text{FastW}}\) is the MWD measured by fast-wetting sieving, and \(\text{MWD}_{\text{WetS}}\) is the MWD measured by wetting–stirring sieving.

2.8. Statistical Analyses

The statistical analyses were performed utilizing SPSS 19.0 software on a Windows 8 platform provided by IBM Corporation, based in Chicago, IL, USA. To evaluate treatment effects, a two-way (Nitrogen × Biochar and Nitrogen × Straw) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted, with post hoc testing conducted using Duncan’s multiple-range test. Statistical significance was determined at a probability threshold of 0.05 unless otherwise stated.

3. Results

3.1. Soil Aggregate Distribution

In routine wet sieving (Figure 1a), the proportion of SiltF (<0.053 mm) generally increased with soil depth. In contrast, the proportions of the LargeA (≥2 mm), SmallA (0.25–2 mm), and MicroA (0.053–0.25 mm) fractions decreased. In the CN₀, CN₁₀₀, and BN₀ tests, the SiltF fraction was the most abundant in the 0–10 cm soil layer, ranging from 36.66% to
52.87%. However, in the BN100, SN0, and SN100 plots, the MicroA fraction was the most dominant, accounting for 33.48–38.87%. The SN100 treatment had the highest LargeA, SmallA, and MicroA contents among all treatments.

In fast-wetting sieving (Figure 1b), the LargeA, SmallA, and MicroA fractions decreased with increasing soil depth while the proportion of the SiltF particle size fraction increased. Across all soil depths, the CN0 and CN100 plots had the highest proportion of SiltF fraction, ranging from 44.78% to 59.09%, respectively. However, the SN100 plot had the lowest proportion of SiltF among the treatments. The proportions of LargeA, SmallA, and MicroA particle sizes were in the order of SN100 > SN0 > BN100 > BN0 > CN100 > CN0 in the 0–30 cm soil layer. The treatments with added organic matter (SN0, SN100, BN0, and CN100) showed the highest proportions of SiltF among all the treatments, followed by the order MicroA > SiltF > SmallA > LargeA. In the slow-wetting sieving method (Figure 1c), the proportion of SiltF particle size increased with increasing soil depth, while the LargeA, SmallA, and MicroA grain size proportions decreased. The SiltF fraction was the most abundant in the CN0 and CN100 plots at 0–30 cm soil depth, ranging from 34.75 to 45.66%. In the wetting–stirring sieving method (Figure 1d), the proportion of SiltF size fraction increased with increasing soil depth, while the LargeA and SmallA size fractions decreased. The SiltF fraction was the most abundant in the CN0, CN100, and BN0 plots at 0–30 cm depth, ranging from 39.25 to 57.69%.

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1.** (a-d) Soil aggregate distribution in different soil depths using the routine wet sieving method, fast sieving method, slow sieving method, and wetting-stirring method (%). Values are means (n=3), and error bars represent standard errors. Other small letters in a line denote significant differences among the various treatments at p ≤ 0.05, the same as below.

### 3.2. Soil Aggregate Mean Weight Diameter (MWD)

As shown in Figure 2(a-d), in the 0–30 cm soil layers, mean weight diameter (MWD) values were higher under straw retention (SN0 and SN100) than under biochar addition (BN0 and BN100) and no organic material addition (CN0 and CN100). In the 0–10 cm layer (Figure 2a), SN100 treatment notably enhanced the mean weight diameter by routine wet sieving (MWD\textsubscript{Routine}) by 126.99%, 106.43%, 39.55%, 21.61%, and 9.21% compared to CN0,
CN100, BN0, BN100, and SN0 treatments, respectively. This trend persisted in the 10–30 cm layer; the value of MWD_{FastW} under SN100 treatment was 133.61%, 114.29%, 45.55%, 25.46%, and 15.41% higher than those for the CN0, CN100, BN0, BN100, and SN0 plots, respectively. As shown in Table 2, a two-factor ANOVA indicated that using the routine wet method, nitrogen (N), biochar, and straw significantly impacted MWD in both layers. The interaction of N and biochar significantly affected MWD across all soil depths, while the N and straw interaction affected MWD only at the second soil depth (10–30 cm). Both biochar addition and straw retention led to significant MWD improvements compared to the plots without organic material addition, with increases of 66.37% and 107.10%, 65.87%, and 108.61% in the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm layers, respectively. Moreover, the MWD values in the N addition treatments were significantly higher than those in the no N addition treatments at both soil depths.

Figure 2. (a-d) Soil aggregate MWDs in different soil depths by using different sieving methods (mm). Note: Small letters in the same soil depth denote significant differences among the various treatments at \( p \leq 0.05 \), the same below.

In the Figure 2b, for the observed soil depths (0–30 cm), the values of the mean weight diameter by fast-wetting sieving (MWD_{FastW}) under straw retention and biochar addition plots were significantly higher than those under no organic material addition treatments. For the first soil layer (0–10 cm), compared with the CN0, CN100, BN0, BN100, and SN0 treatments, SN100 treatment significantly enhanced the MWD_{FastW} by 117.75%, 90.68%, 37.83%, 12.37%, and 8.92%, respectively. In the 10–30 cm soil layer, the value of SN100 treatment was 125.57%, 100.91%, 45.74%, 20.54%, and 17.54% higher than those for the CN0, CN100, BN0, BN100, and SN0 plots, respectively. As shown in Table 2, Nitrogen, straw, and biochar significantly affected the soil aggregate MWD by using the fast-wetting sieving method for the two soil layers (0–10 and 10–30 cm), while the nitrogen × straw and nitrogen × biochar combination had no significant effects on the soil aggregate MWD_{FastW}. The values of MWD_{FastW} in the biochar addition (BN0 and BN100), straw retention (SN0 and SN100) plots for the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm soil depths increased significantly by 64.23%, and 61.07%, 95.00%, and 96.67% compared to those in the no organic material addition plots (CN0 and CN100), respectively. Compared with the no nitrogen addition practices (CN0, BN0, and SN0), the nitrogen addition treatments (CN100, BN100, and SN100) significantly enhanced the MWD_{FastW} by 14.81% and 17.53% for the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm soil layers, respectively.
For the observed soil depths (Figure 2c), the mean weight diameter values by slow-wetting sieving (MWD_{slowW}) under straw retention and biochar addition plots were significantly higher than those under no organic material addition treatments. For the first soil layer (0–10 cm), compared with the CN₀, CN₁₀₀, BN₀, BN₁₀₀, and SN₀ treatments, SN₁₀₀ treatment significantly enhanced the MWD_{slowW} by 62.95%, 61.24%, 39.03%, 19.79%, and 3.09%, respectively. In the 10–30 cm soil layer, the value of SN₁₀₀ treatment was 84.94%, 78.35%, 53.17%, 27.55%, and 9.78% higher than those for the CN₀, CN₁₀₀, BN₀, BN₁₀₀, and SN₀ plots, respectively. The nitrogen × biochar combination had a significant (p ≤ 0.05) effect on the MWD by slow-wetting sieving method for the first soil depth (0–10 cm) but had no significant effect on the MWD_{slowW} for the second soil depth (10–30 cm). As shown in Table 2, the nitrogen × straw combination did not significantly affect the soil aggregate MWD_{slowW} in all soil depths (0–30 cm). Compared with the no organic material addition plots (CN₀ and CN₁₀₀), the biochar addition (BN₀ and BN₁₀₀) and straw retention (SN₀ and SN₁₀₀) plots resulted in significant improvements in the MWD of slow-wetting sieving method; those were increased by 25.94% and 59.66%, 30.46% and 73.50% for the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm layers, respectively. In the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm soil depths, the values of MWD by slow-wetting sieving method in the nitrogen addition treatments (CN₁₀₀, BN₁₀₀, and SN₁₀₀) increased significantly (by 6.60% and 11.41%) compared to those in the no nitrogen addition practices (CN₀, BN₀, and SN₀).

For 0–30 cm soil depths (Figure 2d), the values of the mean weight diameter by wetting–stirring sieving (MWD_{wets}) under straw retention (SN₀ and SN₁₀₀) plots were significantly (p ≤ 0.05) greater than those under biochar addition (BN₀ and BN₁₀₀) and no organic material addition (CN₀ and CN₁₀₀) practices. In the first soil layer (0–10 cm), compared with the CN₀, CN₁₀₀, BN₀, BN₁₀₀, and SN₀ treatments, SN₁₀₀ treatment significantly enhanced the MWD_{wets} by 81.70%, 65.72%, 43.61%, 22.44%, and 5.95%, respectively. For the 10–30 cm soil layer, the value of MWD_{wets} under SN₁₀₀ treatment was 101.87%, 85.02%, 55.82%, 30.51%, and 10.91% higher than those for the CN₀, CN₁₀₀, BN₀, BN₁₀₀, and SN₀ plots, respectively. Nitrogen, straw, and biochar significantly affected the soil aggregate MWD using the wetting–stirring sieving method for the two soil layers (0–10 and 10–30 cm). It can be seen from Table 2, the nitrogen × straw and nitrogen × biochar combination did not significantly affect the soil aggregate MWD_{wets} in the first soil layers (0–10 cm). The nitrogen × straw combination had no significant effects on the soil aggregate MWD_{wets} in the second soil layers (10–30 cm), while the nitrogen × biochar combination significantly affected the soil aggregate MWD_{wets} in the second soil layers (10–30 cm). The values of MWD_{wets} in the biochar addition (BN₀ and BN₁₀₀), straw retention (SN₀ and SN₁₀₀) plots for the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm soil depths increased significantly by 31.14% and 35.93%, 68.47%, and 83.59% compared to those in the no organic material addition plots (CN₀ and CN₁₀₀), respectively. Compared with the no nitrogen addition practices (CN₀, BN₀, and SN₀), the nitrogen addition treatments (CN₁₀₀, BN₁₀₀, and SN₁₀₀) significantly enhanced the MWD_{wets} by 10.48% and 13.14% for the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm soil layers, respectively.

Table 2. Effects of nitrogen, straw, and biochar on soil aggregate MWD in different soil depths under four wet sieving methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil Depth (cm)</th>
<th>MWD_{slowW}</th>
<th>MWD_{wets}</th>
<th>Nitrogen</th>
<th>Biochar</th>
<th>Straw</th>
<th>Nitrogen × Biochar</th>
<th>Nitrogen × Straw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–10</td>
<td>52.40 ***</td>
<td>540.16 ***</td>
<td>1394.13 ***</td>
<td>5.82 *</td>
<td>2.32 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–30</td>
<td>362.44 ***</td>
<td>2104.77 ***</td>
<td>5704.29 ***</td>
<td>28.15 ***</td>
<td>47.14 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–10</td>
<td>22.86 ***</td>
<td>143.79 ***</td>
<td>319.31 ***</td>
<td>3.84 n.s.</td>
<td>0.10 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–30</td>
<td>43.75 ***</td>
<td>169.39 ***</td>
<td>428.33 ***</td>
<td>2.61 n.s.</td>
<td>4.55 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–10</td>
<td>9.46 ***</td>
<td>46.60 ***</td>
<td>245.93 ***</td>
<td>5.18 *</td>
<td>0.19 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–30</td>
<td>14.76 **</td>
<td>39.57 ***</td>
<td>209.50 ***</td>
<td>2.61 n.s.</td>
<td>0.61 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–10</td>
<td>17.75 **</td>
<td>69.67 ***</td>
<td>344.40 ***</td>
<td>2.57 n.s.</td>
<td>0.01 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–30</td>
<td>44.03 ***</td>
<td>119.00 ***</td>
<td>657.47 ***</td>
<td>5.58 *</td>
<td>2.48 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: n.s., indicated that not significantly, *, significantly level at p ≤ 0.05, **, significantly level at p ≤ 0.01, ***, significantly level at p ≤ 0.001, respectively, the same below. The numbers in the table are
F values; MWD_{SlowW} is Mean Weight Diameter by routine-wet sieving; MWD_{FastW} is Mean Weight Diameter by fast-wetting sieving; MWD_{SlowS} is Mean Weight Diameter by slow-wetting sieving; MWD_{FastS} is Mean Weight Diameter by wetting-stirring sieving.

3.3. RSI and RMI

The RSI reflects soil aggregate stability during rapid wetting. Lower RSI values indicate higher stability. Figure 3a shows RSI values for soil aggregates under different treatments at 0–30 cm soil depths. Straw retention (SN_0 and SN_{100}) and biochar addition (BN_0 and BN_{100}) significantly reduced RSI values compared to practices without organic material addition (CN_0 and CN_{100}) ($p \leq 0.05$). However, the difference between SN_0 and CN_{100} was not statistically significant at 10–30 cm soil depth. BN_{100} treatment notably reduced RSI by 18.63% and 7.69% compared to no N addition practices (CN_0, CN_{100}, SN_0, BN_0, BN_{100}, and SN_{100}) plots. Table 3 shows that biochar and straw significantly influenced RSI in both soil layers (0–10 and 10–30 cm), while nitrogen (N) did not. Compared with the no organic material addition plots (CN_0 and CN_{100}), the biochar addition (BN_0 and BN_{100}) and straw retention (SN_0 and SN_{100}) resulted in significant improvements in the RSI; those were decreased by 54.62% and 45.45%, 44.77%, and 28.70% for the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm layers, respectively. N addition treatments (CN_{100}, BN_100, and SN_{100}) can significantly reduce RSI by 18.63% and 7.69% compared to no N addition practices (CN_0, BN_0, and SN_0) for the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm soil layers, respectively.

The RMI measures aggregate stability under external stresses. Lower RMI values indicate higher stability. Figure 3b presents RMI values at different 0–30 cm soil depths under various treatments. In the 0–10 cm soil depths, RMI values under CN_{100}, BN_0, BN_{100}, SN_0, and SN_{100} treatments were significantly lower than those under CN_0 treatments. However, RMI differences were insignificant at 10–30 cm soil depths. In the topsoil layer (0–10 cm), SN_{100} treatment significantly reduced RMI by 53.29%, 31.63%, 14.36%, 11.29%, and 17.08% compared to CN_0, CN_{100}, BN_0, BN_{100}, and SN_0 treatments. In the 10–30 cm soil layer, SN_{100} treatment reduced RMI by 32.50%, 30.23%, 3.48%, 9.28%, and 9.67% compared to CN_0, CN_{100}, BN_0, BN_{100}, and SN_0 plots. Only straw and biochar significantly affected RMI for the topsoil layer (0–10), while all other treatments had no significant effects (Table 3). The values of RMI in the biochar addition (BN_0 and BN_{100}), straw retention (SN_0 and SN_{100}) plots for the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm soil depths decreased significantly by 36.32%, 26.64%, 38.79%, and 27.71% compared to those in the no organic materials addition plots (CN_0 and CN_{100}), respectively. N addition treatments (CN_{100}, BN_{100}, and SN_{100}) significantly reduced RMI by 20.48% and 2.46% for the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm soil layers, respectively, compared to no N addition practices (CN_0, BN_0, and SN_0).

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3. (a,b)** Soil aggregate relative slaking index and relative mechanical breakdown index in different soil depths. Note: RSI is the stability of aggregate under the slaking of air under pressure in the pores of moist soil; RMI is the stability of aggregate under external stress.
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Table 3. Effects of nitrogen, straw, and biochar on soil aggregate relative slaking index and relative mechanical breakdown index in different soil depths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil Depth (cm)</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Nitrogen</th>
<th>Biochar</th>
<th>Straw</th>
<th>Nitrogen × Biochar</th>
<th>Nitrogen × Straw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–10</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.60 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72.58 ***</td>
<td>50.40 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.83 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42.17 ***</td>
<td>17.28 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–10</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.37 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.84 **</td>
<td>13.50 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01 n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.11 n.s.</td>
<td>2.21 n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The numbers in the table are F values; SOC is soil organic C; n.s., indicated that not significantly, *, significantly level at p ≤ 0.05; **, significantly level at p ≤ 0.01; ***, significantly level at p ≤ 0.001, respectively, the same below.

3.4. Soil Organic C (SOC)

Figure 4 shows that in the first soil layer (0–10 cm), compared with the CN0, CN100, BN0, SN0, and SN100 treatments, the BN100 treatment significantly increased SOC by 62.22%, 45.95%, 16.91%, 33.06%, and 20.51%, respectively. For the 10–30 cm soil layer, the SOC value under BN100 treatment was 44.32%, 31.64%, 12.73%, 37.49%, and 24.52% higher than those for the CN0, CN100, BN0, SN0, and SN100 plots, respectively. As shown in Table 4, the two-factor ANOVA showed that N, biochar, and straw significantly influenced SOC in the two soil layers (0–10 and 10–30 cm). The combination of N × biochar significantly affected the SOC for all soil depths. In contrast, the combination of N × straw did not affect SOC for all soil depths. Compared with the plots with no organic material addition (CN0 and CN100), the biochar addition (BN0 and BN100) and straw retention (SN0 and SN100) plots resulted in significant improvements in SOC. Those values increased by 42.54% and 21.49%, 29.91% and 5.36% for the 0–10 cm, and 10–30 cm layers, respectively (Table 4). In the 0–10 cm and 10–30 cm soil depths, the values of SOC in the N addition treatments (CN100, BN100, and SN100) increased significantly (by 13.12% and 11.07%) compared to those in the no N addition practices (CN0, BN0, and SN0).

Figure 4. Soil organic carbon, soil dissolved organic carbon, soil micro biomass carbon, and soil readily oxidized organic carbon concentrations at different soil depths.

Table 4. Effects of nitrogen, straw, and biochar on soil organic C (SOC) in different soil depths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil Depth (cm)</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Nitrogen</th>
<th>Biochar</th>
<th>Straw</th>
<th>Nitrogen × Biochar</th>
<th>Nitrogen × Straw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–10</td>
<td></td>
<td>252.82 ***</td>
<td>1571.20 ***</td>
<td>402.01 ***</td>
<td>27.67 ***</td>
<td>0.32 n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–30</td>
<td></td>
<td>307.65 ***</td>
<td>1841.27 ***</td>
<td>72.40 ***</td>
<td>14.92 ***</td>
<td>0.39 n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The numbers in the table are F values; SOC is soil organic C; n.s., indicated that not significantly, *, significantly level at p ≤ 0.05; **, significantly level at p ≤ 0.01; ***, significantly level at p ≤ 0.001.
3.5. Structural Equation Model

Figure 5a illustrates the structural equation model depicting the impact of straw, biochar, and N on the mean weight diameter (MWD) and stability of soil aggregates. The thickness of the lines represents the normalization coefficient's magnitude. Solid lines indicate positive correlations, while dashed lines indicate negative correlations. The line color indicates the significance level: red represents a 1% significance level, and gray indicates no significance. The results indicate that adding biochar, straw, and N to the soil significantly enhanced \((p \leq 0.01)\) the MWD values of soil aggregates using conventional wet sieving methods. The treatments ranked in terms of their effect on MWD values from largest to smallest were straw retention > biochar addition > N addition. Both straw and biochar additions significantly reduced RMI \((p \leq 0.01)\), while all three treatments significantly reduced RSI. Straw retention and biochar addition effects on RSI were significant at 1%, whereas N addition was significant at 5%. The treatments ranked in terms of their impact on RSI from largest to smallest were biochar addition > straw retention > N addition. Biochar addition had the greatest effect on RMI, followed by straw retention.

![Figure 5. Structural equation modeling of the effect of each treatment condition on the mean weight diameter of soil aggregate and the stability of the aggregates. Note: **, represent 1% significance level; MWD_{WS} is aggregate mean weight diameter by using routine wet sieving method; RSI is stability of aggregate under the slaking of air under pressure in the pores of moist soil; and RMI is stability of aggregate under external stress.](image)

3.6. Correlation Analysis and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Figure 6a displays the correlation analysis between soil organic carbon (SOC) and the mean weight diameter (MWD) of soil aggregates. SOC showed a significant positive correlation \((p \leq 0.05)\) only with the MWD of soil aggregates measured by routine wet sieving and fast-wetting sieving methods. Furthermore, there was a significant negative correlation between SOC and RSI \((p \leq 0.05)\).
Figure 6. (a) Correlation analysis between soil organic carbon and MWD of soil aggregates. (b) PLS-DA. Note: * represent 5% significance level. B, C, and N classes represent biochar, control, and straw treatments, respectively.

The first two principal components explained 93.40% of the total variance, indicating that the two extracted principal components could represent 93.40% of the 12 factors and that the extracted principal components were valuable in evaluating the soil quality (soil aggregate structure and soil organic carbon). Therefore, two principal components (Y1 and Y2) were extracted. Figure 6b shows the principal component scores and the composite score weighted by the ratio of the variance contribution of each principal component to the total variance contribution of the two principal components. From the principal component and composite scores, the composite scores of the 0–10 cm soil layer were higher than those of the 10–30 cm layer, indicating that the surface soil had a better aggregate structure and organic carbon than the lower layer. Combining all the soil layers, BN100 and SN100 scores were higher, indicating that adding nitrogen fertilizer and carbon sources (biochar and straw) can improve soil quality.

4. Discussion
4.1. Effect of Straw, Biochar, and N Applications on the Distribution of Soil Aggregates of Different Sizes

Regardless of the method used for sieving, the proportion of the SiltF (<0.053 mm) within soil aggregates tended to rise with increasing soil depth. In comparison, the percentages of LargeA (≥2 mm), SmallA (0.25–2 mm), and MicroA (0.053–0.25 mm) declined as soil depth increased. These trends suggest notable disparities in soil structure and physical characteristics at various depths. As soil depth increased, microbial activity and soil organic carbon content diminished, weakening the bonds between soil particles and favoring the formation of fine soil particles [28]. The influence of straw, biochar, and N additions was more pronounced in the topsoil layer (0–10 cm) compared to the deeper layer (10–30 cm). Consequently, the uppermost soil layer became increasingly susceptible to the formation of macroaggregates (>0.25 mm).

Numerous studies have highlighted that incorporating straw or biochar significantly improves the content and stability of soil macroaggregates [4,30]. In this investigation, adding straw, biochar, and N resulted in a heightened proportion of macroaggregates (≥0.25 mm) within the soil. The treatments were ranked as follows in terms of their effectiveness in improving LargeA fraction: SN100 > SN0 > BN100 > BN0 > CN100 > CN0. The primary factor contributing to this improvement was the addition of straw, which reduced soil bulk density and provided a substantial amount of organic matter. This, in turn, enhanced root activity and the activity of soil microorganisms [31,32]. The addition of straw and biochar positively affected soil porosity and root growth, which, in turn, facilitated...
the formation of soil aggregates [33]. However, biochar has a lower ability to bind to LargeA than straw due to its slow decomposition and limited utilization by microorganisms [34].

The formation of macroaggregates can offer physical protection to soil enzymes and enhance soil nutrient availability [35]. Furthermore, preserving nitrogen (N) during soil agglomeration promotes accumulation, particularly within macroaggregates. Applying biochar enhances soil aggregate stability and improves the physical safeguarding of organic matter, thereby increasing the overall nitrogen content in the soil [35]. Moreover, adding biochar can effectively suppress the activity of denitrifying bacteria, mitigating the loss of nitrogen (N) through denitrification. This helps to minimize N emissions and reduce overall N loss [35]. In this study, nitrogen (N) was introduced as a treatment, which enhanced microorganisms’ carbon (C) utilization, influenced soil aggregate formation, and increased macroaggregate content. However, Six et al. [36] observed that macroaggregates, being composed of organic materials, tend to increase in size with higher soil C/N ratios. However, intriguingly, this study’s introduction of nitrogen (N) yielded larger aggregates despite a decrease in the C/N ratio. This unexpected outcome could be ascribed to the intricate interplay among nitrogen addition, organic carbon formation, and soil microorganisms. This interaction likely mitigated electrostatic repulsion and bolstered bonding forces between soil particles, thereby fostering the formation of aggregates. Nevertheless, the findings underscore the enduring significance of incorporating an organic carbon source to augment macroaggregate content.

4.2. Effect of Straw, Biochar, and N Applications on the Stability of Soil Aggregates

The enhancement of the mean weight diameter (MWD) of soil aggregates at various depths was effectively achieved by incorporating straw, biochar, and nitrogen (N), as indicated by alternative sieving methods in this study. The observed increase in MWD can be primarily ascribed to reduced soil density and the significant supply of organic matter from straw addition, subsequently fostering microbial activity [32,37]. Both straw and biochar contribute positively to soil porosity, promoting aggregate formation [33]. Additionally, the inclusion of straw and biochar improves the efficiency of soil nutrient utilization [38]. The introduction of organic carbon sources leads to elevated levels of soil nitrate and ammonia nitrogen, attributed to the stimulation of ammonia-oxidizing bacteria and archaea gene abundance by aged biochar, along with the high adsorption capacity of biochar for NH₄⁺ [39,40]. Interestingly, the impact of nitrogen (N) addition on MWD was less pronounced than carbon (C) sources. Treatment effects on MWD at a depth of 0–30 cm were ranked as follows: straw retention (SN100) > no straw retention (SN0) > biochar addition with N (BN100) > biochar addition without N (BN0) > N addition with C (CN100) > no N or C addition (CN0). Consequently, straw retention exerted the most significant influence on improving the MWD of soil aggregates, followed by the biochar addition treatment. The influence of N addition treatment on MWD was found to be negligible, consistent with the findings of Wang et al. [30]. Moreover, previous observations support the notion that retaining straw in the soil has a more substantial positive effect on the MWD of soil aggregates compared to adding biochar. This discrepancy is attributed to biochar’s stable aromatic structure and high carboxylic acid esterification, which make it relatively inert as a solid material produced at high temperatures [41,42]. Due to its recalcitrant nature, biochar presents challenges for microbial decomposition and utilization. Consequently, its binding capacity to soil aggregates is relatively weaker when compared to straw [34]. Additionally, the porous nature of biochar enhances the storage of compressed air within the capillary pores of the soil. When water rapidly enters the soil, it causes the diffusion of internal air and disrupts the structure of soil aggregates [43]. Furthermore, incorporating straw into the soil stimulates the growth of fungal hyphae and the secretion of extracellular organic polymers by microorganisms. This, in turn, leads to an increase in the mean weight diameter (MWD) of soil aggregates. Notably, the retention of straw has
a more pronounced effect on enhancing the MWD of soil aggregates than adding biochar [30,44].

This study evaluated soil aggregates’ stability under different treatments using the RSI and RMI. Straw retention, biochar addition, and N addition all had a significant positive impact on RSI. It should be noted that straw retention and biochar addition had a 1% significance level for RSI. The N addition had only a 5% significance level for RSI. The response of RSI to each treatment was observed in the following order: biochar addition > straw retention > N addition. Both straw retention and biochar addition significantly improved the RMI (stability of aggregates under external stress) at a significance level of 0.01. The effect of biochar on RMI was greater than that of straw. Although biochar addition was less effective in binding macroaggregates than straw retention, it exhibited a greater potential for enhancing the stability of soil aggregates. One possible explanation is that the organic carbon derived from straw decomposition in macroaggregates is readily converted to soil CO2 by microorganisms, leading to its quick release [37,45]. Straw retention increased MBC [microbial biomass C (MBC)] more than biochar addition, and an increase in MBC promoted CO2 emissions [46]. The production of CO2 gas may make the soil aggregate structure unstable.

4.3. Effect of Straw, Biochar, and N Applications on Soil Organic C

Numerous studies have illustrated a robust correlation between soil organic carbon (SOC) accumulation and the addition of external organic matter, particularly within the top 20 cm of soil [1,30,45]. Incorporating biochar and straw into the soil resulted in a notable increase ($p \leq 0.01$) in SOC content in this investigation. However, nitrogen (N) addition exhibited only a modest enhancement ($p \leq 0.05$) in SOC. Zhao et al. [47] discovered that combining mineral fertilizers (N, P, and K) with biochar increased SOC concentration across various soil aggregate sizes, likely due to biochar’s interaction with soil minerals. In the study by Wang et al., biochar’s impact on SOC was more significant than straw addition [30]. This aligns with prior research, demonstrating that SOC response to each treatment followed the biochar > straw > N treatment order. This discrepancy may stem from the substantial loss of decomposable carbon (C) from straw during decomposition and soil respiration. Moreover, biochar’s well-defined specific surface area and pore structure enable effective SOC storage, facilitating carbon and nitrogen cycling and enzyme activities [48,49]. Additionally, introducing biochar may alter the original SOC composition due to the recalcitrant nature of carbon produced during pyrolysis (biochar production). This recalcitrant organic carbon (ROC) is less prone to microbial decomposition, potentially reducing overall SOC decomposition by microorganisms [50,51]. Jin et al. [52] showed that excessive biochar application reduced the mineralization of accumulated organic C. Therefore, excessive biochar application may reduce the soil’s labile organic C. Poeplau et al. found that N addition increased C use by microorganisms, stimulated microbial growth, and promoted C uptake [53]. This study’s findings align with the observed results, indicating that adding nitrogen (N) significantly contributed to the increase in soil organic carbon (SOC). In addition, N addition could promote the uptake of substrate C and nutrients by microorganisms and avoid excess C being used for microbial excretion and respiration, thus improving nutrient utilization [54,55]. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the impact of nitrogen (N) addition on soil organic carbon (SOC) was relatively less pronounced compared to the effects of biochar addition and straw retention. This suggests that adding organic carbon sources is more influential in promoting the increase in SOC in the soil.

4.4. Limitations in Current Study, Future Prospectives, and Recommendations

While the study provides valuable insights into the effects of straw, biochar, and nitrogen applications on soil aggregate distribution, stability, and organic carbon content, several limitations should be considered. Firstly, the study’s scope was limited to a specific experimental setup, and the results may only directly apply to some soil types and
environmental conditions. Additionally, the study focused primarily on short-term effects, and long-term implications of the treatments on soil health and productivity still need to be determined. Furthermore, the mechanisms underlying the observed effects, particularly regarding the interactions between straw, biochar, nitrogen, and soil microorganisms, require further elucidation.

Future research should address these limitations and explore additional soil management and sustainability aspects. Long-term field studies are needed to assess the persistence and stability of the observed effects over time and under different climatic conditions. Additionally, investigations into the underlying mechanisms of straw, biochar, and nitrogen interactions with soil microorganisms and aggregates would provide valuable insights into optimizing soil management practices. Moreover, research focusing on scaling up these findings to larger agricultural practices and assessing their economic feasibility and environmental impact would be beneficial for guiding policy decisions and agricultural practices.

Regarding recommendations, adopting integrated soil management approaches incorporating straw retention, biochar addition, and nitrogen optimization could help improve soil health, fertility, and carbon sequestration. Farmers and land managers should consider the specific characteristics of their soil and cropping systems when implementing these practices, as optimal strategies may vary depending on local conditions. Furthermore, education and outreach programs to raise awareness about the benefits of sustainable soil management practices could promote their adoption among farmers and stakeholders. Lastly, continued investment in research and innovation is essential for developing and refining soil management techniques that enhance agricultural sustainability and resilience to environmental challenges.

5. Conclusions

The addition of biochar, straw, and nitrogen into soil demonstrated pronounced benefits, notably augmenting the proportion of large soil aggregates and substantially increasing the size of soil aggregate structures, particularly with the SN100 treatment, featuring straw mulch combined with an annual application of 100 kg/ha of nitrogen, emerging as the most productive approach (significant at $p \leq 0.01$). Adding straw and biochar significantly enhanced the stability of agglomerates under external stress (RMI) and the slaking of air under pressure in the pores of moist soil (RSI). The degree of RSI and RMI response for each treatment was biochar addition > straw retention > nitrogen addition. Additionally, both biochar and straw amendments substantially enriched soil organic carbon content. This study offers robust data in support of sustainable agricultural practices in northwest China and lays a robust foundation for the development of a scientifically grounded fertilization regime in the region’s agricultural landscapes.
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